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In his book, Unheroic Conduct, The Rise of Heterosexuality and the Invention of the Jewish Man, Daniel Boyarin offers an intriguing interpretation of the Zionist revolution at the dawn of the 20th century.​[1]​ One of Boyarin’s most suggestive claims is that early Zionism involved a gender revolution that called for European Jews to shed their perceived effeminate characteristics and become more masculine as part of the creation of a renewed Jewish nation in Palestine. Boyarin contends that the Zionists' fight against popular anti-Semitic characterizations included an aggressive heterosexualizing agenda that sought to sever the alleged ties between Jewishness, effeminacy and ultimately also homosexuality by tying together Jewish national and sexual normalization. The creation of a New Jew in Eretz Yisrael at the beginning of the 20th century certainly bears Boyarin's contention about the radical change in Jewish socialization, especially the process of masculinization it involved. It does not bear, however, Boyarin's heterosexualizing hypothesis; the assertion that Zionists embarked upon an elaborate attempt to "straighten" Jewish society after they found it "queered" in the context of the emerging modern categories of homo and hetero-sexuality. But while an examination of homoerotic elements in Hebrew literature in the past century shows that the sexual anxiety that shaped the image of the new Jew was perhaps oblivious to homosexuality, it still bears witness to the enduring power of Boyarin's masculinization model. This can be seen most ironically in cotemporary gay literature in Israel, which has adopted this model in reverse and seeks to normalize Israeli gay men through masculine associations that often involve military service. 
I begin with a brief review of Boyarin’s thesis, which is contextualized in the metamorphosis that Jewish hatred underwent in 19th century Europe from a religious bias to a primarily racial prejudice. Many of Boyarin’s arguments about the Zionist creation of a “muscular Judaism” deal with the modernization of older anti-Jewish sentiments, especially sexual prejudice that portrayed Jews as lascivious and over-sexed. Boyarin reminds his readers that since traditional Christian thought regarded sexual desire as a feminine trait, the belief that Jews did not only have a greater sexual appetite, but were inherently effeminate, became one of their most negative associations in an age that was obsessed with molding gender to fit proscribed national, ethnic criteria.​[2]​ 
The anti-Semitic attack on the Jewish body leads Boyarin to extrapolate a political analogy about the Jewish body politic in which he suggests that the political dependence of Jews as a passive minority further aggravated their perceived femininity in the eyes of an increasingly nationalistic Europe. Boyarin argues that the external and subjective identification of Judaism with femininity correlated with an internal and more objective development within a Jewish society that for many centuries was subjugated and powerless. The essence of Boyarin's hypothesis is that the dearth of Jewish political, military and economic institutions, all of which were controlled by men in other European societies, led Jews to develop alternative institutions in which men and women had different roles. Whereas women in Christian society were confined to the domestic sphere and men acted in the outside world, gender divisions within Jewish society differed. Boyarin cites the Jewish institution of learning as the most obvious example of this kind of passivity that was adopted by Jews in the Diaspora. Although religious or Yeshiva students were a small minority, they were accorded great honor and occupied an important place in Jewish diasporic culture. The religious student was an intellectual giant, but physically he was a domestic weakling who was usually supported by his father in-law or by his wife, who was expected to be more worldly, practical and enterprising.​[3]​ 
As long as Jews lived apart from the surrounding cultures, their perceived differences mattered little to them and in many cases strengthened their sense of distinction. But once they began to take part in the general, non-Jewish culture, many Jews found these associations increasingly problematic. The rise of nationalism aggravated this problem, argues Boyarin, because, among other reasons, the ideal gender paradigm set by a nationalist Europe, were perceived to be incompatible with Jewish ones. Zionists were well aware of this problem and urged, as part of the “medicine” they promised to bring the “ailing” Jewish nation, to adapt Jewish gender norms to those of the Christian West. This is the heart of Boyarin's argument, which emphasizes the calls by many of the assimilated Jews who founded political Zionism, like Theodore Herzl and Max Nordau, for Judaism to shed its perceived weakness, passivity and effeminacy and become more “masculine” by rewriting Jewish history and highlighting its more “masculine” political and military past and change its so-called parasitic Jewish way of life.
Defining the Zionist revolution in gender terms is one of Boyarin's most intriguing innovations. His attempt to cast Zionism as an elaborate "straightening" attempt or an aggressive plan to heterosexualize Jewish men is less successful.  The problem resides in the innate link Boyarin makes between weakness, passivity and effeminacy and homosexuality; a link that was not completely self-evident at the end of the 19th century. Although homosexuals were commonly understood as gender inverts then—Otto Weininger is a case in point​[4]​ —a number of contemporary writers thought otherwise arguing that male homosexuality was as a kind of hyper-masculinity. Influenced by ancient Greek culture, these writers saw the Greeks as models of an idealized sexuality that was so potent it knew no bounds. More importantly, some of these figures were politically conservative and nationalistic and their writings inspired youth movements like the homoerotic Wandervogel, which greatly influenced the development of Zionist youth movements as well.​[5]​ 
The tension between exaggerated masculinity and male erotica as part of nationalism had its roots in a larger cultural context, as epitomized by men like the influential classicist and art historian Johan Winckelman (1717-1768). Winckelman, who was homosexual, admired ancient Greek culture, especially the aesthetics of the Greek male form, which he popularized during the Enlightenment. The burgeoning European middle-class readily adopted the neo-classicism of Winckelmann and other cultural agents, because one of its most distinct benefits was a simple and aesthetic expression of national ideals. The healthy simplicity of the Greek male nudes represented physical rigor, ascetic life style, morality, discipline and a proximity to nature that all national movements in Europe extolled. However, because of Winckelmann’s inspiration and the connection to ancient Greece, homoeroticism remained an integral part of this visual imagery. 
Seemingly, the Zionist rhetoric about a “new Jewish man” and the emphasis it put on Jewish masculine heritage contained similar homoerotic elements. A brief survey of the visual images of Zionism during its first decades reveals the New Jew as a young Adonis, whose beautiful face and athletic body symbolized his wholesome spirit as well. Very few women were included in these images.​[6]​ But Zionism differed from other European national movements in that homoeroticism left almost no actual imprint on it, as the analogy to the influential German youth movement, the Wandervogel, would indicate. The Wandervogel inspired the creation and ideology of many Zionist youth organizations, but the active cultivation of erotic relations between its members never became part of the Zionist ethos as well.​[7]​
A similar dynamic is evident in Hebrew literature, especially Zionist literature that appeared during the movement's first fifty years or so (1890-1950). Although this literature is not rife with homoerotic imagery, the fact that it contains any of it at all is already problematic with respect to Boyarin's model. More significant, however, is the stunning unselfconsciousness regarding homoerotic imagery exhibited by Zionist writers, who in some instances even celebrate it. As I show below, both of these findings undermine Boyarin's stipulation that Zionism's very raison d'etre was the transcendence of the male Jew's queer stigma.  
I begin with five works, two novellas and three short stories that offer a telling look at many of the cultural complexities that characterized the dawn of Zionism. The first work is Mendale Mokher Sforim’s 1878 novella Benjamin the Third, which examines the sexual aspects of racial anti-Semitism. Gershon Shofmann’s 1902 short story, “Yona,” describes the demise of the small Jewish town or shtetl in Eastern Europe through the eyes of a young, homosexual schoolteacher dying of tuberculosis. The third story, Moshe Smilansky’s 1911 “Khawadja Nazar,” is a constructive attempt to offer a solution to some of the problems raised in the previous two stories by devising a mythical image of a native New Hebrew, whose exaggerated manliness is described with surprising eroticism. The much more explicit homoerotic elements in the next work involve relations with Arabs as well. In his novella Wilderness (1922), Y. L. Arielli expresses Zionism’s romanticism of the Land of Israel through a love affair between a delicate Jewish youth and an exotically attractive Turkish soldier. The fifth work, Amos Oz's "The Trappists' Monastery" (1962), is perhaps the last story that uses homoeroticism indirectly, albeit subversively, in the service of Zionist ideology. 
Mendale Mokher Sforim’s novella The Travels of Benjamin the Third (Yiddish 1878, Hebrew 1894) is a mock-travelogue about a poor and idle good-for-nothing Jew named Benjamin, who dreams of traveling to mysterious and far-flung Jewish communities around the world. But unlike the two famous Jewish explorers who came before him, the 12th century Benjamin of Tudela, a.k.a. “Benjamin the First,” and the 19th century Joseph Israel, a.k.a “Benjamin the Second,” Benjamin the Third is a wretched creature, a grotesque Luftmensch, who never manages to make it far beyond his shtetl. For Mendale’s Jewish contemporaries, who despaired of enlightenment and looked for other solutions to their problems, Benjamin exemplified the ills of Diaspora life in all its ugliness. The story differs however from most contemporaneous Hebrew literature in that it couches the usual criticism leveled at traditional Jewish society in surprisingly sexual terms that heralded a new era in Jewish culture. 
Benjamin is the epitome of the Jew as Mauschel. In his scrawny body, his nervous energy and his maudlin sentimentalism he is the very caricature of an eastern European Jew, mocked and vilified by both German anti-Semites and self-hating Jews at the turn of the century. Unlike the more “cultured” Jewish bourgeoisie of Austria and Germany, this Little Moses (hence the diminutive Mauschel) has not yet shed the distinct characteristics without which, wrote Goethe, the Jew would never be accepted into German society. His body language is wild, hysterical and effeminate, his old way of thinking is superstitious and his newly acquired western ways are awkward and ridiculous. Benjamin’s very wish to embark upon his own Grand Tour in a Jewish East of his imagination is a parody of the Jewish Enlightenment’s parochial eagerness to mimic western ways. 
Benjamin is not only hysterical, cowardly and sentimental, his intimacy with his traveling companion, Sendril, is deeply erotic and underscores his effeminacy. Benjamin does not hide his affection for Sendril, who is nicknamed The Woman because he is abused by his wife, who makes him do all the housework. He often kisses Sendril, caresses him and cajoles him to do his bidding by bestowing on him biblical terms of endearment that are taken directly from the Song of Songs and from the story of David and Jonathan (“my blood is boiling in me and I long for you,” etc.).
The picture of Benjamin and Sendril as men who act like women becomes complete when, toward the end of the story, the two men are kidnapped and coerced to serve in the czarist army. The uniforms they are given hang like sackcloth from their small, crooked bodies, their helmets are draped over their heads like kerchiefs, and their guns drag behind them like stoking rods. For the on-looking Russian officers Benjamin and Sendril look like ridiculous clowns who will never become real soldiers. 
In many respects then, Benjamin the Third bears a resemblance to anti-Semitic tracts that includes racial elements that correlate Judaism with femininity and homosexuality. With self-mockery that verges on self-loathing Benjamin explains to Sendril why they could never become real soldiers: “Tell me, Sendril, in all honesty, if it should happen, God forbid, that the enemy came upon us, do you really think that we’d be able to hold it back? Even if you told the enemy a thousand times to go back and threatened to shoot at it Bang! Bang! do you think anyone would be impressed?” This is a blatant portrayal of the Jew as coward according to one of the most common staples of 19th century anti-Semitism that haunted Zionists like Herzl and Nordau. Yet Mendale, who did not suffer from the self-hatred that afflicted many Austrian and German Jews, could hardly have meant it to be read this way. 
In fact, the use of sexual parody here points to an almost complete lack of sexual awareness, especially an awareness of homosexuality. The danger that Benjamin and Sendril may be suspected by readers of sexual deviance is extremely remote. The very unlikelihood of such attraction, including Sendril’s obvious drag—he often wears a kerchief and an apron, and Benjamin’s camp—he usually exaggerates his affection for Sendril, underscores the absurdity of their erotic relations. The parody reaches its climax after Benjamin and Sendril are forced into military service. Mendale’s acerbic irony is not only directed at Jews but at gentiles as well, specifically the non-Jews or Goyim and their idiotic war games. Apparently, not only Jews cling stubbornly to antiquated nonsense, as Goethe thought, gentiles can be just as asinine. “Who cares,” Benjamin asks Sendril, “if I use my left foot or my right foot to turn around, isn’t it all the same?”
Mendale’s two heroes are caught in a frustrating double bind. While their military ineptitude undermines their masculinity it also saves them from long military service and preserves them as Jews because at the end they are discharged from the army for incompetence. This is an ambivalent stance, which calls for the improvement of Jewish society according to western standards but at the same time warns of the dangers such standards pose for Jewish life. Mendale exposes the ruinous economic and social consequences of Jewish separatism, but he is careful not to offer a wholesale adoption of western, non-Jewish norms as alternative. 
The story is significant not only because it stands at a historic crossroads between the construction of western heterosexuality and the introduction of sexual components into anti-Semitism, but also because it was written by one of the most influential modern Hebrew writers. Mendale himself did not see a possible solution for a comfortable Jewish existence in a nationalistic Europe. Although Benjamin epitomizes all the faults enlightened Jews found with traditional Judaism, he does not subscribe to the beneficent positivism of the Jewish Enlightenment. The lack of hope and the sense of a dead-end positioned Mendale’s work at the cusp of a new Jewish era and contributed to the creation of Zionism’s New Jew. Unlike the ridiculous Benjamin and the more pathetic Yona of the next story, the New Jew was to be masculine, strong, courageous and full of self-respect.
While many Hebrew authors internalized elements of 19th century anti-Semitic critique in their parodies of Diaspora Jews as hysterics, few if any painted Jews openly as homosexuals. Gershon Shoffman’s 1902 ”Yona” is exceptional in this respect. The eponymous Yona is a sick young schoolteacher who lives alone with his mother on the outskirts of the shtetl. Dying of tuberculosis, Yona spends his days pining away for the companionship of other men. Like many heroes of the Hebrew Revival at the beginning of the 20th century, Yona is uprooted and disconnected from his immediate environment. Sick in body and soul his life is gradually extinguished, ravished by disease and exhausted by his desperate desire for intimacy.  
Unlike Benjamin the Third, ”Yona” does not try to explain the reasons for the Jewish decline in Eastern Europe. Rather, the story can be read as a eulogy in which homoeroticism serves as a symbol for the inevitable demise of the community. Eroticism and death are blended in the emaciated Yona, whose carnal craving and spiritual emptiness signal the decadence and longing that epitomize his society’s decline. 
As the story begins, Yona is awakened from a restless night’s sleep by loud knocks on his door. He drags himself out of bed and goes to the door where he discovers a young village girl offering freshly cut lemon-grass for sale. Against the ailing Jew, the Christian girl shines with all the vigor of youth, with the freshness of the dewy fields outside and with the gold of the morning sun. The contrast between decay and bloom is magnified in this opening scene in which the momentary intimacy between the young man and the young woman intensifies Yona’s sense of alienation as a Jew and as a homosexual. As the blanket slips from his shoulders Yona’s decrepit body is exposed in all its ungainliness against the vigor of the young girl. Yona is literally a dead man walking. 
Like so many other uprooted characters in Revival literature Yona’s life vacillates between apathy and decadence, quotidian emptiness and an inner, private world crowded with destructive hallucinations. He smolders with a sickly fever stoked by his secret sexual desire which is intensified by its very hopelessness. Physically and mentally arrested by his tuberculosis and his forbidden sexual fantasies, Yona is incapable of taking an active part in life. 
Homosexuality as a decadent motif finds surprising expressions in the story. 
On one occasion, Yom Kippur turns into a delusional trip of sensual melancholy as Yona becomes intoxicated by the ritualized mourning inside the synagogue and by the sweet proximity to the bodies of the praying men, especially that of one boy, Shachne, “whose shirt is redolent with an overpowering sweetness.” On another occasion, Yona is overpowered by a similar sensation in a bathhouse at the sight of a winsome Christian youth he fancies. Both the synagogue and the bathhouse function as erotic sites; dark places where Yona can come in intimate contact with men without arousing suspicion. But as this analogy makes clear, the synagogue is no longer a religious, spiritual or even a social meeting place, but a site of sexual fantasy, an imaginary and enchanted space that satisfies the body not the spirit.
Yona’s sexuality is clearly a device designed to symbolize the moribund Jewish society at the turn of the 20th century; a society which Schoffman mournfully describes by these concluding lines: “Winter has come early this year, and at dusk Yona stood at the end of the corridor and furtively sobbed at the snow that was falling on the milestones outside and at the howling wind that was clanging against the straw wall that was left of the old sukka.”​[8]​ 
Lazar, the young, Jewish hero of the next story, “Khawadja Nazar” (1911) by Moshe Smilansky, could not be more different from Benjamin or Yona. Lazar is an imposing, “non-Jewish” Jew, the son of a Jewish father and a Christian mother, who is drawn to Palestine by a vague but deep sense of Hebrew nationalism. Written as an eyewitness report, the story documents Lazar’s arrival in Palestine and the quick way he takes to Jewish farm life in Eretz Israel. The story also tells of Lazar’s greatest dream, to see the river Jordan, which looms larger than the immense Volga River in his biblical imagination. Although Lazar is disappointed at the puny Jordan, his disappointment is compensated by his drowning in the small river, whose water prove fiercer than the Volga’s. A handsome, brave and innocent Russian youth, Lazar is one of the first and most complete images of the New Jew in Hebrew literature, who is described in this story not only with admiration, but with surprising eroticism.
Lazar is an aesthetic symbol of the new Jewish nationalism, a modern Samson whose exemplary character is mirrored by his wholesome good looks. His great size, his impressive strength and his fresh charm reflect his brave heart and good morals, which quickly earn him the respect of Jews and Arabs alike. The Arab robber whom Lazar easily overcomes on the eve of his arrival at the agricultural Jewish settlement or moshava looks up to him “with admiration,” and even the Jewish narrator cannot take his eyes off this giant, this “beautiful Jew”, whose big, athletic body exudes power and courage. “I loved to look at him and marvel at his beautiful, strong body,” confesses the narrator, who gazes from his window at Lazar every morning as the young Russian walks to work. 
The narrator’s physical attraction to Lazar later blossoms into a full “romance.” The meeting between the two marks the beginning of a long “courtship.” Lazar hears lessons in Hebrew and Zionism from the narrator while the narrator enjoys the physical proximity to the comely and innocent giant. The connection between the two men signifies the union between idea and action, between the Zionist ideology of a new Judaism, represented by the narrator, and its incarnation in the image of Lazar. It is therefore only natural that the narrator and Lazar spend their “honeymoon” in an enchanting heritage tour to the Jordan valley where their union is “consummated” when they bathe naked in the Jordan. Lazar takes his clothes off first and jumps into the turbulent water and after he disappears under the current the agitated narrator strips too and jumps in to save him. The dipping in the Jordan and Lazar’s symbolic death by drowning baptizes him as a Jew and as a patriot and etches his memory on the narrator’s heart forever. Lazar does not need the approval of the Hevra Kadisha, the members of the Jewish burial society, who come to bury him and recoil in horror when they find that he is not circumcised. His exemplary life in the service of Zionism, especially his death, makes him a national hero who earned the right to define his own identity as a New Jew. 
The homoerotic elements in “Khawadja Nazar” and other stories by Smilansky do not seem as part of a conscious sexual agenda and Lazar and the narrator are not really lovers. Their good farming practices and their bravery, the exclusive society of men they keep and the emphasis on Lazar’s good looks are part of the construction of a normative Jewish masculinity that many of Smilansky’s peers were engaged in as well. A similar construction of gender was part of all national movements at the time. Lazar seems to have been written as an antithesis to the “Benjamins” and “Yonas” of Hebrew literature. This is why the narrator is so fond of him and seeks his friendship. Like his other contemporaries (Bialik, Berdichevsky), who took the Jew out of the study house and placed him closer to nature, Smilansky gives Lazar “non-Jewish” traits and constructs him in the image of a Goy. The desired change from a weak and diminutive Torah scholar to a strong and courageous farmer and soldier is achieved here by internalizing traditionally non-Jewish values. Lazar is not only a modern Samson, his advantage lies precisely in that he also has some of Goliath in him.​[9]​ 
Lazar can also be understood as a literary expression of Winckelmann’s aesthetics as it was developed under Zionism. His image, made up of a Goyish body and a Jewish soul, crops up in many literary works of the period, from Bialik’s “Aryeh the Hulk,” through the earthy Jews of Berdichevsky to the image of the Shomer or Jewish guard cum militia soldier in Israeli literature. The aesthetics of the non-Jewish environment and its value system (action over thought, matter over mind, attention to aesthetics, etc.) is expressed through homoerotic socialization in which masculinity is amplified by reflection and multiplication.
Smilansky cultivated homoerotic socialization in many of his other stories as well, especially in his once popular stories from the lives of Palestinian Arabs known collectively as The Sons of Arabia. One of the main attractions of these stories was the association they created between Jewish masculinity and native Arab culture. In The Sons of Arabia Smilansky turned Nordau’s muscular Jew from a Jewish Sheigetz or young non-Jew to an Arab fighter. Instead of the recurring image of the Shtetl Jew who acts like a goyish farmer, Smilansky created an Eretz-Israeli Jew who acts like an Arab native. This was the image of a Jewish-Arab who was an oriental ubermensch, an eastern superman who was blessed with all those characteristics which modern nationalism considered masculine and which Zionists wished to adopt as well: courage, pride, loyalty, sexual prowess, self-confidence and a strong love for the homeland. For Smilansky and many others of his generation, these traits were most concisely found in the exclusive Arab society of men, and in the society of fighters which it inspired in the Jewish Yishuv in Eretz Israel. 
The fourth and last work, Wilderness by Y. L. Arielli, goes even further by presenting a much more suggestive love story between an Arab and a Jew. Wilderness is not just unselfconscious of homoeroticism. In parts it actually celebrates homosexuality. The novella follows the adventures of a young and handsome Jewish flute player, David Ostrovsky, who volunteers to serve in a Turkish military band during the last months of World War I. The novella has three parts. In the first part, David arrives at an army base in the south of Palestine, where his remarkable beauty strikes the band members, who compete for his attention. In the second part David’s patriotism abates and in the third part he deserts the army and escapes back to Jerusalem. In addition to the homosexual love story it hints at, Wilderness also examines the problematic complexity of the Zionist, romantic dream of a return to Zion through a clever and sophisticated play on cultural and sexual conventions.  
The homoeroticism at the core of this work is evident from the very opening:
All eyes were raised from the playing cards and turned toward the opening of the tent, where the contented, sonorous voice of a middle-aged man could be heard even before the two shadows without lifted the hot, sun-baked flap… two figures came in, [a Turkish functionary] and behind his shoulders a beautiful and delicate young man of about twenty two, dressed in a fancy suit. The sight of the suit and the loveliness of the figure struck everyone in the tent. Only once before were the soldiers surprised like that: it was when a kitten with a pink ribbon and a little bell showed up among the tents in the middle of the desert. The card game was completely forgotten and everyone looked at the young guest with ravenous eyes.​[10]​

The scene is striking in its manipulation of orientalist conventions, which figured prominently in early Zionism. Instead of western, Jewish pioneers who gaze at the wonders of the East, with its white-washed houses, its picturesque camel caravans and its “biblical” Arabs, the Turkish denizens of the East gaze with wonder at the exotic, pink creature from the West. In a blatant subversion of the kind of orientalist exotica that abounds in western literature, the visitor from the West is treated as a stranger and not the other way around.
Moreover, one of the most prevalent images of the Orient in the West was the harem. For European writers and painters the abundant and accessible sexual pleasures that the harem signified was a quintessential element of oriental attraction and decadence. In Wilderness, however, Arielli turns these conventions upside down. The tent, which functions as a kind of harem, is not packed with beautiful and passive oriental women but with oriental men, who actively compete for the favors of David, the passive westerner. 
David’s sexual proclivities become clearer as the story progresses when we learn of his short and intimate friendship with Hamadi, a young and handsome flutist in the army band, his intimate relations with Yerahmiel, his roommate in Jerusalem, his coldness toward Rachel, his fiancé, and his hatred of women in general. At the height of his delight with his oriental surroundings, with the companionship of the manly soldiers and the exotic wilderness, David befriends the noble savage Hamadi, who later appears in his dreams as a seductive satyr.   
David’s warm friendship with Hamadi and his passionate longing for his roommate Yerahmiel (David remembers fondly the hours they spent together under one blanket in their room in Jerusalem, “tickling” one another) accentuate by contrast his formal relations with his fiancé. Although David often thinks about her, his contrived yearning for his “Hebrew dove,” or “the best and choicest of Hebrew charms,” as he refers to her, are not convincing and in the end disintegrate in the face of his expressed hatred for her and for all the whoring members of her sex, as he puts it. 
Arielli’s upside-down world, in which men and women, East and West change places and roles, functions in the novella also as a critique of Zionist hubris. The subversion of sexual and cultural conventions calls attention to the paradoxes of Zionism. What Arielli may be saying is that, those who want to settle in the East must understand and transcend their Western prejudice. David finally understands this when he realizes the foolishness of his patriotic dreams and his preconceived notions about the East. But his defection from the Turkish army at the end of the story and his escape to Jerusalem is not a solution either, because as a homosexual his future in Palestine is problematic. His friend Yerahmiel is dead, and his virulent misogyny seriously jeopardizes his future contribution to the Zionist project.​[11]​
The fifth and last work that uses homoeroticism indirectly in the service of Zionism is Amos Oz’s 1962 “The Trappists’ Monastery.” Fifty years after the emergence of the New Jew or Hebrew, the story challenges his hegemony by resurrecting once again the old image of the Diaspora Jew. Oz's story revolves around two men who fight for control, a fearless fighter named Itsche, and a high-strung paramedic named Nahum. Nahum’s admiration for Itsche is tinged with attraction, jealousy and resentment, and when Itsche goes out on a dangerous raid one night, Nahum compensates himself for being left behind by seducing Itche’s girlfriend, Bruria. When Itsche returns from battle and comes looking for Bruria, Nahum sends him on a wild goose chase in which he joins as well and gradually takes control over Itche as he prevailed upon his girlfriend before.
Itsche is a legendary fighter, a darling of the military and political establishments, whose illustrious future in the service of the new, Hebrew state is virtually guaranteed. His comrades in arms worship him, his officers are proud of him, women are attracted to him, politicians revel in him and Arabs fear him. Itsche is not only a super fighter he is almost literally a super-man. His sheer size, his incredible courage and the thick mat of hair that covers his entire body mark him as the epitome of virility. Itsche is the incarnation of Zionism’s cherished dream of a healthy, strong and courageous Jewish man, a master of his own destiny.  
But the truth is that Itsche is a grotesque distortion of the New Hebrew. He is a dull-witted, vulgar hulk, whose courage verges on homicidal madness. Taking advantage of his elevated status as a celebrated fighter, Itsche denigrates the service men who admire him, harasses the women on the base and treats his girlfriend worst of all. “Itsche was our pride,” claims the narrator, who nevertheless proceeds to portray him as an obnoxious bully whose offensive behavior is tolerated only out of fear. 
Itche’s dynamic vitality and his exaggerated masculinity ring false also because he is not really the central character of the story that focuses on Nahum, an effete paramedic. While Itsche goes to battle, Nahum works frantically to undermine him and the story closely follows his surreptitious scheming. Nahum is the opposite of Itsche. He is skinny, smooth and neurotic and apparently also physically attracted to Itsche. When he treats Itsche for a minor foot injury one day he trembles with excitement at the chance to secretly caress the giant’s leg. Nahum delights in the “sweet waves of pain” that Itsche’s forceful handshake sends through his body and relishes the warm and fragrant whiff of chewing gum on Itsche’s breath. Since Nahum cannot have sex with Itsche outright, he goes to bed with his girlfriend, Bruria, instead. While the soldiers of the regiment raid an Arab village close by, Nahum completes his conquest of Bruria to the far-off sounds of gunshots. The juxtaposition of the battle against the sexual intercourse adds an erotic dimension to the military conquest and lends a militant dimension to the sexual conquest. Both are perceived as problematic, since one lends an erotic pleasure to the killing while the other portrays the sexual intercourse as a martial act.
As it turns out, Nahum is not passive at all, and calling him effete is problematic as well, especially in comparison to Itsche’s grotesque virility. But unlike Itsche, Nahum’s wields power through words not through actions. This is how he seduces Bruria, and this is how he finally overpowers Itsche. Bruria gives herself over to Nahum only after he delivers a long and hysterical speech in which he romanticizes his miraculous rescue of Itsche from an imaginary injury. A similar deconstruction takes place during the search for Bruria. Itsche begins the aimless chase energetically, but gradually looses steam and lets Nahum take over. “What are you made of?” Nahum asks Itsche with admiration at the beginning of the chase, and is astonished to find out that his New Hebrew hero has diasporic past (he speaks Yiddish) and petit bourgeois dreams (he wants to own a small business). As the two continue driving into the night Itsche’s larger-than-life image gradually shrinks until it disappears completely by story’s end. 
The sexual dimension of Nahum and Itsche’s relationship undermines existing sexual and cultural norms. The problem with Itsche’s exaggerated masculinity is not only that it is freakish, but that he is almost asexual as well. It is the short, acned and hysterical Nahum who goes to bed with Bruria. A similar inversion occurs when the words of Nahum and not the acts of Itsche gradually dominate the story. The new Hebrew ideal as represented by Itsche is exposed in all its faults by the resurrection of the old diasporic Judaism as represented by Nahum. The presentation of the man [Itsche] as a “woman”, and the “woman” as a man [Nahum] in “The Trappists’ Monastery” reshuffles the gender norms that the Zionist revolution sought to delineate. But this is a subversive act of reconstruction, in which both activity and passivity associated with masculinity and femininity remain problematic. The story does not aim to turn the Zionist clock back but rather alerts readers to the dangers inherent in the exaggerated worship of ideals. ​[12]​ 
The stories mentioned up to this point make it quiet clear, then, that Zionist writers did not hesitate to use homoerotic imagery when it served their ideology, consciously or unconsciously. One work, Wilderness, even celebrates homoeroticism if not homosexuality openly.​[13]​ Boyarin's contention that Zionists were preoccupied with transcending the Jewish queer stigma appears, therefore, highly problematic if not altogether misplaced. Zionists were clearly anxious to change the perception of Jews, especially Jewish men, as weak and passive, but there seems to be little evidence that they linked these characteristics to homosexuality, at least not in their literary imagination.​[14]​ 
Boyarin's masculinization model remains remarkably enduring, though, with respect to modern Israeli gay identity. One hundred years after Zionists began their sexual or gender revolution, a number of writers of gay stories in Israel subscribe to a similar model of masculinization. In order to legitimize their gay characters these writers seek to release them from their negative stigma as weak and effeminate and serve them up as New Jews as well, which often means soldiers and officers. 
Generally speaking, until the emergence of a gay literature in Israel in the 1990s, Hebrew literature was not particularly concerned with homosexuality or even homoeroticism. The stories mentioned are remarkable in that they make up almost all of the instances in which the subject appeared since the beginning of the Haskala. From the 1960s on, however, as Israel became increasingly more susceptible to Anglo-American culture, references to homosexuality increased apace. One of the first works of this kind is a 1967 story “It is More Beautiful” by H. Yoav, a confession of a thirty-year-old man, who stands at a personal and professional crossroad in his life. At the beginning of the story, the narrator checks into a cheap Tel-Aviv hotel after having left both his wife and his mistress. To start fresh in life, he plans to join the merchant marines and take a long sea voyage. But as he strolls on the Tel-Aviv boardwalk that night he meets a man who changes his life forever. The narrator is attracted to the stranger in a way he has never experienced before and falls passionately in love with him. He abandons his previous plans and spends the next few months in the arms of his new lover. But after his lover disappears one day without a trace, the narrator decides to go back to his old life. He marries his mistress and resumes his comfortable, bourgeois life, while continuing to pine away for the only real love he had ever experienced, his love for another man. 
“Beautiful” is the story of an awakening. Until he meets the stranger on the beach, the narrator considers himself a red-blooded man who is aroused by almost every woman he sees. This pronounced heterosexuality could be read as compensation for latent homosexuality were it not for the narrator’s convincing surprise and excitement at the meeting with the man on the boardwalk. Moreover, the ecstasy that he experiences in the arms of the stranger stands in stark contrast to his previous sex life with women. For the first time in his life he experiences a real and gripping passion that nurtures him like no love before or after did or would. 
In many ways “Beautiful” marks the symbolic dawn of homosexual consciousness in Hebrew letters. While it marks the greater emphasis on personal rather than on national concerns that has characterized Hebrew literature since the 1950s, the story also raises homosexuality to the cultural surface. This is a noteworthy milestone indeed, especially as the very title of the story alludes to one of the most famous love stories of all times, the love of Jonathan for David, which was more beautiful than the love of women, as the Bible says (2 Samuel, 26). 
Unlike the traditional disinterest or reluctance of Jewish writers to deal with sexual themes, “Beautiful” is also one of the first Hebrew stories in which the sexual experience plays a formative role, contextually and stylistically. This is directly related to the nature of gay literature in general, in which, for different historical, social and cultural reasons, great importance is given to the sexual experience as a symbolic act of rebellion and release. One of the most notable elements in the story is an almost complete lack of guilt for the “deviant” sexual attraction of the protagonists. The narrator wonders how a “normal” man like himself can find another man attractive; a notion he always despised, feared and hated. At the same time, he gives himself over to the wonderful sensation he feels in the arms of another man and pines for that love even after he goes back to live with women. 
Despite the candor with which homosexuality is treated in “Beautiful,” the fact that the story was written under a pseudonym underscored its isolation as an early example of gay literature that was not followed until about a decade later. A more significant change in the representation of homosexuality took place during the 1980s with the publication of Yotam Re'uveni’s works. Re'uveni was the first Hebrew writer who dedicated most of his work to the homosexual experience and his poetry and prose became popular with readers and critics alike throughout the 1970s and 1980s despite its explicit sexual nature and its often angry tone. Unlike “Beautiful,” Re'uveni’s prose does not deal with the psychological recognition of the attraction to men. Instead, Re'uveni takes this attraction for granted and tries to examine its natural, albeit problematic, place in contemporary culture. Re'uveni never claimed to be speaking for anybody but himself, yet the confessional nature of his stories was often regarded as reflecting the plight of gays in Israel.
In one of his short lyrical essays, for instance, “Sobering” (Hitpakhut 1979), the narrator yearns for a human connection that would unite his sexual hunger and his need for a more satisfying and spiritually elevating union. But the tragedy is that he himself does not believe such a connection is possible. This is precisely the source of his misery. In a similar short story, “Pavan,” the narrator gazes at the beautiful young man he brought up to his apartment the night before lying asleep on top of his white bed-sheets. “There is something deceiving in this whiteness,” he thinks to himself sadly about the supposed contrast between the purity of the white linen and his soiled gay soul. “What do you know about the loneliness of gloomy men who still roam the parks, waiting in vain for love,” he whispers quietly to the sleeping youth. Such questions appear again and again in many of his works in different variations.
The obsessive search for approval and love of his homosexual protagonists serves Re'uveni as an expression of the human search for meaning. Sex might lead toward it, but it can never attain it. The misfortune of the homosexual condition, according to Re'uveni, is the great thirst for love, a need so great that it could never be satisfied, certainly not with just one man. “You stand in the bathroom of the central bus station in Tel-Aviv,” says the narrator in “Conjectures on the Death of Pierre Paulo Pausolini.” “You see a soldier. You look at the soldier’s dick and the gaze that hovers over the soldier’s dick makes you think about the most beautiful thing that you have ever seen or heard or loved, if you ever did.” The sordid touch of a random man’s penis in the public bathroom leads to the sublime, to those few moments of happiness during which the electrifying sexual union ignites for a quick instant a faraway vista that derives its beauty from the very fact that it is beyond reach. The sexual encounter is not really sordid because the beauty it reveals purifies it and negates its ugliness. Re'uveni thus uses the homosexual condition as a prism through which life breaks into fragments of a delirious experience sparkled with shards of beauty, even though it remains miserable and frustrating. Despite its dreariness, this experience remains a powerful way in which to express the search for love and meaning. Casual sex is so addictive because even though it is only an illusion of love, it still remains the closest thing to it. 
While Re'uveni never claimed to represent anyone but himself and never belonged to a group of writers who answered to the needs of a growing, politically aware gay and lesbian readership, he is probably the first Hebrew writer that can be labeled “gay.” But his writings remained an isolated phenomenon that had little effect on the rapid growth of a gay literature in Israel in the 1990s. Although Re'uveni’s stories resonate with genuine pain about the fate and oppression of gays, their message was rendered increasingly irrelevant by the substantial improvements in the legal and social status of gays in Israel toward the end of the millennium, including the abolishment of sodomy laws, the introduction of anti-discrimination regulations based on sexual orientation, the improvements in the bias against gays in the military and other legal precedence regarding marital status, adoption and immigration of same-sex couples.  
The birth of a truly gay literature in Israel, then; a literature that operates within a dynamic cultural context must therefore be moved up to 1995 and the publication of Yossi Avni’s collection of short stories, The Garden of Dead Trees (Gan ha’etzim hametim). One of the most interesting aspects of Avni’s work is the attempt his gay protagonists make to negotiate their desire for sexual fulfillment with the social pressures of their society to marry and raise a family. While Avni’s heroes usually do not try to deny or hide their sexuality, many of them still choose to marry women who know they are gay in order to have children. 
This peculiarly Israeli tension is at the center of Avni’s short story “Nimrod,” about the anxious relations of the gay narrator with his ex-lover Nimrod. After Nimord married a woman and has a child with her he travels alone to the Far East to find himself while the narrator remains close to Nimrod’s family in Israel. That the destination of Nimrod’s journey is not geographic becomes all too clear at the end of the story when he calls the narrator from India and confesses his complicated longings for him. 
Avni conveys the pressures of the “heterosexual inquisition,” as Re'uveni referred to it, not only through the narrator’s quiet pain, but also through the sophisticated and even amusing use of his mother, who is featured in many of Avni’s other stories as well. “People tell me that I keep repeating myself,” the narrator quotes his mother, who is trying to force him to change. The mother’s mantra, which she repeats over and over again throughout the story, as well as her obsessive attempts to match her son with various women and her amusing efforts to interest him in straight porn, is an apt expression of society’s incessant pressures to adhere to prevailing sexual norms. 
Avni’s gay heroes lead much more stable lives than Re'uveni’s gays, and their sexuality is almost taken for granted. But precisely because they do not live on the margins of society many of Avni’s heroes are tormented by their inability to successfully adhere to bourgeois romantic conventions. Paradoxically, their anxiety stems from their acceptance and ability to lead an openly gay life as part of straight society. The very title of Avni’s anthology begs a comparison with Re'uveni. Both writers use Tel-Aviv’s main gay cruising area, Independence Park (Gan ha’atzma’ut), in a symbolic way. Re'uveni portrays the garden positively as a place where forbidden sexual encounters turn into acts of rebellion against the oppressive straight society. Avni’s protagonist, who is accepted by straight society partly because he has internalized its romantic conventions, regards the garden as a dark and cursed place of dirty, casual sex that stands in the way of finding true love. 
The success of The Garden of Dead Trees signaled wider trends. In the five years between the publication of Avni’s work and the year 2000 nearly twenty works of fiction that dealt with gay or lesbian life were published in Israel, more than the total number of homoerotic or “gay” works published in the hundred or so years prior to that time: short stories, novels, biographies, travelogues, thrillers and a growing number of internet literature, including some pornography.​[15]​ 
Since the corpus of works dedicated to the gay experience has increased so dramatically in the last decade of the 20th century, the next three stories were selected from a much bigger corpus. The first of these stories, Shai Tubali’s “200 Shekels” (Matayim Shekel, 1995), is a confused confession of a teenager who tries to come to terms with his attraction to men on the eve of his 18th birthday. But instead of loosing his virginity with a female prostitute, the hero chooses to do so with a hustler. The symbolic significance of the narrator’s adolescent rite of passage is further manipulated when he refuses to understand the commercial nature of the sexual act and falls in love with the hustler. At the same time, the protagonist’s insistence on paying the callboy on repeated visits, even though the hustler is willing to forgo payment, ensures the commercial basis for their relationship and allows the hero to continue having gay sex without actually acknowledging his homosexuality. 
Initially, the hero of “200 Shekels” seems to be deeper in the closet than the protagonist of “Beautiful” and the characters of Re'uveni, who after all accept their sexuality. Here, however, the hero works very hard to deny his homosexuality and tries to suppress it aggressively through complex psychological denials. This is especially surprising since the story was written almost 15 years after Re'uveni’s early works and after the public image of gays in Israel changed considerably. However, unlike “Beautiful,” “200 Shekels” is not a story of sexual awakening, but a coming of age story, and unlike the stories of Re'uveni, homosexuality comprises only one part of the hero’s life and not the basis of his existence. 
The fact that the protagonist is attracted to men complicates his adolescence, but it does not determine it. The unreliable narrator of “200 Shekels” is well aware of homosexuality as an option. Although he feigns disgust at the gay personal and sex ads he reads so intently in the paper, the legitimacy of different sexual options from which to choose is never questioned by him. This is precisely why he refuses to accept his best friend’s repeated offers to fix him up with a girl who would help him loose his virginity. Since the option of a meaningful relationship with another man is available, sexual compromise is not attractive to him as it is for the narrator in “Beautiful” for instance. “200 Shekels” is not a story about life in the closet, then, but about the growing pains of adolescence. The subtly deceptive confession of the boy, who tries in vain to deny his sexuality, is part of a private story that does not have a wider social claim. 
Therefore, the protagonist’s insistence on experiencing sex for the first time with a man actually legitimizes homosexuality, which is contextualized as part of growing up. A comparison between the hero’s conduct during his respective sexual encounters with the hustler and with the girl his friend finally fixes him up with clearly demonstrates this. The narrator’s studiously detached report of his encounter with the hustler is contrasted by his actual excitement, his violent shaking, his premature ejaculation and his fiery passion that makes him disregard safe sex. This tension is reversed during the abortive sexual encounter he has with the girl. The narrator’s self-professed excitement about the girl’s good looks, the passion she supposedly arouses in him and his burning desire to have sex with her are contrasted by the disinterested and mechanical way in which he strips her and by his readiness to abort making love to her in medias res for unconvincing arguments of safe sex with a girl who is obviously a virgin. 
The revolutionary element in “200 Shekels” then is the bourgeoisification of homosexuality as a legitimate way of life. Paradoxically, this is one of the main reasons for the hero’s reluctance to admit he is gay. Because once homosexual relationships become as relevant as heterosexual relationships the protagonist can no longer avoid dealing with its personal and social consequences. The hero of “Beautiful” escaped it as long as he lived in seclusion with his lover. Once he returned to his family and friends he was forced to compromise and lead an unsatisfied married life. Re'uveni’s narrator compensated for his misery by endowing it with a metaphysical meaning. For the hero of “200 Shekels” neither compromise nor martyrology are real options. Like his straight friends he too wants to fulfill the bourgeois dream of finding true love. The problem is that even in the relatively open society he lives in, it is still not that simple.​[16]​
Against these stories that try to understand the nature of homosexuality as a social phenomenon, a much more popular genre of homosexual stories that began to appear in the 1990s deals with coming out stories that revolve around the military. Such, for example, is David Ehrlich’s story “Army Day” (Yom Hahayil, 1999) in which the protagonist’s imminent departure from the army upon completing his tour of duty is used as backdrop for coming out. The sexual attraction, which Robbie, the protagonist, feels for the handsome blond dance instructor, who comes to the army base to assist with a commemorative festival is initially negotiated by the fun Robbie makes of it. The colloquial army parlances, as well as Robbie’s condescension toward his girlfriend and other women on the base are used almost consciously to deflect his real emotions. This strategy is employed to great affect when Robbie reports about his sexual encounter with the dance instructor, which, for lack of a more secluded place, takes place inside a tank. Even though this is Robbie’s first time with a man, he narrates it with dry detachment as if it were a military drill, channeling his confusion and embarrassment with humor and irony. Not only is Robbie’s act of sexual liberation ironically conducted in the midst of national consensus – the Israeli Defense Forces, but after the two men finish making love they notice Playboy’s playmate of the month pinned up on the tank’s wall smiling sheepishly at them. Unlike the evil grins of the girls in the pornographic magazines that Nimrod’s mother sneaks into her son’s room in order to “cure” him, the uncomfortable smile of the Playboy’s girl here underscores the diminished importance which the gay hero attaches to heterosexual censure. Moreover, at the end of the story Robbie receives even the approval of the regiment’s commander, who discharges him with a manly handshake and a wink, hinting that he knows about Robbie’s adventure in the tank. The sanction which the military gives in the story to the act of homosexual love, both in the cover which the tank provides and in the approval proffered by the commanding officer, express another stage in the coming out journey of Israeli gays and their entrance into society as legitimate members. 
This process is almost completed in the story “A Husband with a Heart” (Ba’al ba’al lev) by Gal Uchovsky, which sums up one of the main directions of homosexual prose in Hebrew literature today. This narrative includes a legitimization of the gay hero through military socialization, the rejection of bisexuality as an acceptable alternative to homosexuality and finally the bourgeoisification of gay love through the adoption of heterosexual romantic conventions. 
“A Husband with a Heart” presents three homosexual alternatives: Goor, a closeted young man who just completed his tour of duty in an elite army unit, Nohav, an effeminate teenager, and Merritto, a smarmy bisexual greaser. The power struggle between these three men, which is conducted on the dance floor of a local community center, and Goor’s predictable upper hand, provide a telling picture of contemporary Israeli culture. Ostensibly, Goor is the pride of every doting [Israeli, Jewish] mother, a handsome, brave soldier and a promising student of architecture. The problem is that Goor is also gay and he channels his suppressed sexual energy into his military and professional career. Although Goor does not make fun of Nohav, he seems ill at ease with the open way the teenager embraces his sexuality. Even at the end, when Goor warms up to Nohav and invites him to dance together with him in a symbolic act of coming out he only tolerates him. “I knew that any attempt I’d make to explain that this dance was not about sex or about love or anything like that, would be disregarded,” Goor notes, despite the fact that during their dance together Goor fantasizes about the two of them growing old together as a couple and living happily ever after. More than an expression of an actual desire, Goor’s romantic daydream represents a stage in his coming out. 
It should be noted that Goor does not fantasize about sexual freedom after coming out but rather about committing himself to another man in a monogamous relationship. It may very well be that Goor finally accepts his homosexuality only after he adjusts it to bourgeois, heterosexual norms; a move which comes directly after he sleeps with Merritto, who represents the bisexual option that is ultimately rejected by Goor. Although Merrito is masculine, sexy and desirable, he is a sexual opportunist whose unwillingness to commit to any one person, man or woman, is viewed unfavorably. 
The connection between the military, masculinity and homosexuality is one of the most fascinating aspects of the story. Uchovsky positions Goor squarely in the middle of the Israeli consensus and legitimizes him socially by making him a dedicated soldier. Moreover, Goor wins readers’ approval not only because he finally accepts his true identity and commits to it, but especially because he is so “normal.” His patriotic service in the army paints him as a responsible and useful member of society and in some ways also neutralizes his homosexuality and makes it easier to digest. 
This is very obvious in the way Merritto tries to calm Goor before they have sex by telling him the following story; one of the keenest moments in the story in which homosexuality and masculinity and even machismo are masterfully combined:
You know, I also served in a combat unit in the army, and I had this friend, we were a team. Once, during a long drill in the desert, we found ourselves completely cut off from the others, all alone. We weren’t exactly sure where we were and he really started to panic. It was night and we went into a small cave… he was really scared, like a baby, so I took him in my arms and told him, “here, let Merritto calm you down,” and I treated him real good, get it?

Like in “Army Day,” the sexual act between the two men here takes place in the army and Merritto’s story is meant to encourage Goor precisely because of it. Merritto conveys a sense of tough, masculine camaraderie through the explicit machismo with which he tells the story, as if to reassure Goor that there is nothing more manly than a sexual act between two soldiers a la Sparta. This dynamic is further emphasized when Merritto allows Goor to penetrate him, underscoring his submissiveness and inferiority. Uchovsky may very well be adopting here the traditional division between activity and passivity as part of the sexual act, giving Goor the physical and moral upper hand. In other words, Uchovsky may be trying to identify homosexuality with the dominant cultural forces rather than defy these forces through a celebration of gay difference for instance.​[17]​
This is probably one of the most prevalent characteristics of gay literature in Israel today, which would make Yotam Re'uveni not only the first Hebrew writer of homosexual prose, but the only such writer as well. I am not referring here to one, specific work by Re'uveni but to his entire oeuvre that deals with homosexual existence. Although, the fact that Re’uveni wrote a “closeted prose” highlights the problems inherent in such writing. While it derives its poignancy from the oppression of gays, this kind of literature loses much of its affect once that oppression is eased. 
This is precisely what happened in Israel, and much more speedily in comparison to other western literatures. In fact, one might say that Israeli gay writing skipped almost entirely the closeted stage which characterized other literatures in the West and came out almost at once in the beginning of the 1990s.​[18]​ Its didacticism, if that is what one wants to call it, is aimed at accepting gays by making them adhere to the codes of Israeli cultural hegemony in which the military occupies an important socializing agent. Much of the gay literature written in Israel today, especially by very young writers, is guided by these sensibilities in an attempt to become part of the general culture through the adoption of its core values. This may be one of the most lasting legacies of Zionism, whose attempt at legitimizing “Jewishness” by creating a new, Jewish masculinity at the beginning of the 20th century finds an interesting expression in a similar attempt to legitimize “gayness” at the end of the century by creating images of macho, gay soldiers.​[19]​ 
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^19	  Uchovsky’s partner, the film director Eitan Fox has dedicated several of his films to this theme, including his first film, After, about the troubled relations between a new recruit and his commanding officer, a film adaptation of Uchovsky’s Ba’al Ba’al Lev, and more recently, Yossi and Jagger (2002) about the illicit love affair between two officers in the IDF. Interestingly, the duos' latest film, Walk on Water (2004), partners a straight Israeli secret agent and a young German gay man, who are both engaged in pursuing an aging Nazi war criminal. In some ways, the film can be interpreted as a belated "vengeance" of sorts of the 19th century German antisemitism that motivated Zionism's gender revolution, because it portrays Eyal, the Israeli Mossad agent, as hyper-macho and Axel, the German, as delicate, passive and gay. In other ways, however, the film also undermines such neat poetic justice, since Eyal slowly develops an intimate relationship with Axel that is not devoid of sexual undertones. While the macho Israeli is perhaps a prime product of Zionism, at the same time he slowly opens up to acknowledge other, more nuanced interpretations of masculinity. 
^20	  In the end, Eyal's marriage to Axel's sister, Pia, may also be understood as a simulated or projected union between the two men. 
